A Simulation Based Security Evaluation through AODV against Black hole Attack in MANET Using Watchdog Module
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ABSTRACT: Mobile Adhoc Network is an autonomous network used to form by create the nodes and establish the wireless connections dynamically, so that messages in that packets are going to sent from a sender to receiver. A number of routing protocols like Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) have been used. AODV is a prominent on-demand reactive routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. But in existing AODV, there is no security to against a well-known “Black Hole” attack. Black hole nodes are those malicious nodes that agree to forward packet to destination but do not forward packet intentionally. These black hole nodes activate in the network and degrade its performance. A watchdog mechanism is used to detect the blackhole nodes in a MANET. This method first detects a black hole attack and then gives a new route bypassing this node. Also in manet we activate the watchdog to improves its throughput and packet delivery ratio. We discuss the security attacks and two popular security techniques, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) and Watchdog and Path rater (WPR). The two techniques are evaluated using two measures, viz., Availability Factor (AF) and Integrity Factor(IF). We did simulations based security evaluation and intrusion prevention using the watchdog module based on above paramaters. Research is on going and also to indicate the possibilities to extend that.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is popularly defined as a collection of wireless nodes that can dynamically form a network to exchange information without using any pre-existing fixed network infrastructure. Unlike a wired network, nodes in an ad hoc network move freely, thus giving rise to frequent topology changes. MANETs can work independently or connected to the internet. Mobile Ad-hoc networks are self-organizing and self-configuring multi-hop wireless networks where, the structure of the network changes dynamically. In mobile ad-hoc networks where there is no infrastructure support and since a destination node might be out of range of a source node transmitting packets, a routing procedure is always needed to find a path so as to forward the packets appropriately between the source and the destination. A base station can reach all mobile nodes without routing via broadcast in common wireless networks. MANETs are formed on a continuous basis, to enhance its features through designing new algorithms and protocols.

II. OVERVIEW

A. MANET

A mobile node in a MANET has two functions, viz., as a host and a router. Communication of messages in packets is distributed among the nodes in a MANET; hence all nodes are Aco-operative and coordinations and there is no background network to control the operations. MANETs are formed in two layouts: single-hop and multi-hop. They differ in structure, im-plementation and the functionality cost. Formation of networks in MANET is a nonstop function of nodes and its topology and connectivity change quickly and continuously. These nodes can have access to a fixed infrastructure, as well. MANETs operate under different kinds of traffic that includes [1]: Peer-to-Peer when the communication occurs in one hop and steady traffic, Remote-to-Remote and stable route in a multi-hop network, so that
level of traffic depends on the stability of the route and dynamic traffic where the connectivity is poor. Another feature of MANET is that (i) its links fluctuate in capacity, (ii) network bandwidth is smaller than in fixed networks’ and (iii) links are less stable. A multiple session [2] can be conducted in one end-to-end route. Moreover, the terminals in MANETs are light-weighted, so the algorithms that helps in carrying out the functions of the mobile nodes in MANET should be very effective to suit their low capabilities.

B. AODV

The AODV Routing protocol uses an on-demand approach for finding routes, that is, a route is established only when it is required by a source node for transmitting data packets[3]. It employs destination sequence numbers to identify the most recent path. The major difference between AODV and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) stems out from the fact that DSR uses source routing in which a data packet carries the complete path to be traversed. However, in AODV, the source node and the intermediate nodes store the next-hop information corresponding to each flow for data packet transmission. In an on-demand routing protocol, the source node floods the RouteRequest packet in the network when a route is not available for the desired destination. It may obtain multiple routes to different destinations from a single RouteRequest.[4] The major difference between AODV and other on-demand routing protocols is that it uses a destination sequence number(DestSeqNum) to determine an up-to-date path to the destination. A node updates its path information only if the DestSeqNum of the current packet received is greater or equal than the lastDestSeqNum stored at the node with smaller hopcount.[5] A RouteRequest carries sourceidentifier (SrcID), the destinationidentifier (DestID), sourceseqnumber (SrcSeqNum), the destinationsequence number (DestSeqNum), the destinationsequencenumber (DestSeqNum), the broadcast identifier (BcastID), and the time to live (TTL) field. DestSeqNum indicates the freshness of the route that is accepted by the source. When an intermediate node receives a RouteRequest, it either forwards it or prepares a RouteReply if it has a valid route to the destination. The validity of a route at the intermediate node is determined by comparing the sequence number at the intermediate node with the destination sequence number in the RouteRequest packet.[6] If a RouteRequest is received multiple times, which is indicated by the BcastID-SrcID pair, the duplicate copies are discarded. All intermediate nodes having valid routes to the destination, or the destination node itself, are allowed to send RouteReply packets to the source. Every intermediate node, while forwarding a RouteRequest, enters the previous node address and its BcastID. A timer is used to delete this entry in case a RouteReply is not received before the timer expires. This helps in storing an active path at the intermediate node as AODV does not employ source routing of data packets. When a node receives a RouteReply packet, information about the previous node from which the packet was received is also stored in order to forward the data packet to this next node as the next hop toward the destination.[7]

C. BLACKHOLE ATTACK

Black hole is one of the most serious attacks on a network layer, where a malicious node declares by itself that it has the shortest valid route to the targeted destination. When an another node trusts this node, and sends a message or packet to the malicious node, it either changes the contents before forwarding it or just drops it.[8] The black hole attack is an active insider attack, it has two properties: first, the attacker consumes the intercepted packets without any forwarding. Second, the node exploits the mobile ad hoc routing protocol, to advertise itself as having a valid route to a destination node, even though the route is spurious, with the intention of intercepting packets.[9] In an ad-hoc network that uses the AODV protocol, a black hole node pretends to have a fresh enough route to all destinations requested by the source. However, when a packet arrives at the destination node, even though the route is spurious, with the intention of intercepting packets. [9] The source assumes that the destination is behind the black hole and discards the other RREP packets coming from other nodes. The source then starts to send out its data packets to the black hole trusting that these packets will reach the destination. Vulnerabilities of ad-hoc networks against black hole attacks are studied by different authors. Deng et.al. addresses the black hole problem and proposes a solution based on modification of the AODV protocol.[11] The authors propose to check the route through the next hop in the agreed upon path. This solution means that next hop information shall be added to the standard AODV header. Similar approach is adopted in where the nodes are asked to send their neighborhood sets once the route is established. In two solutions are proposed for detecting the black hole attack, in ad-hoc networks. First solution involves sending a ping packet to the destination to check the established route. If the acknowledgement does not arrive from the destination, presence of a black
The other approach proposed is based on keeping track of sequence numbers as black holes usually temper with these sending packets with unusually high sequence numbers.

### III. SECURITY TECHNIQUES

We discuss two effective techniques in MANETs in this section. Intrusion detection technique is a security violation detection scheme and watch-dog / pathrater is a security violation prevention technique. [13]

**Intrusion detection technique:** Intrusion detection System or (IDS) is a system that detects any abnormality in the network. A small chip or an electronic piece is attached to all devices protected by IDS. This technique is also used in wired networks; however that differs from an IDS in MANETs. This system can be applied on groups and individual nodes; however, it would be more efficient if it was implemented on a group of nodes an IDS applied to a MANET is illustrated. [14] Each node is capable of independent investigations, but they share and compare the information among them using an IDS agent implemented within each device, as mentioned before. Through this process, a node can obtain information about a wide range of the network, which will help in detecting any misbehaving in the network, tracing it and dealing with it before any node is harmed. Following Figure represents the internal structure of an IDS system. An IDS consists of four main modules. [15] The first module is the local data collection module. This module is responsible of gathering the information of the network and the surrounding entities that exists around a certain node in the system. [16] The second module is the local detection engine, which become active when an abnormality is detected. It is responsible of sharing the information with the other nodes in the network, to compare this information and to identify the type of the intruder. [18] Once the intruder type is detected, the fourth module, which is intrusion response module, acts to protect the node through different ap- proaches depending on the type of the intrusion. This technique is effective in partially solving issues regarding decentralized management. However, IDS system con-sumes considerable power, which escalates threats due to limited power supply.

**Watchdog and path-rater:** A watchdog and path-rater operation in a MANET. These two techniques work in tandem to achieve prevention of a security violation and thus to provide a secure routing. Basically, watchdog identifies misbehavior and path-rater rates nodes according to their reliability. Watchdog copies a packet and forwards it to a buffer, and then it sends the original packet to a node. After that, it snoops and checks if the node modified the packet. [19] If the packet forwarded without any modification, then the watchdog gets rid of the copy. In contrast, if the packet was modified, then the copy stays in the buffer for a certain time. If the time is out, the node will be marked as a suspicious node and if that behavior was repeated for a certain number of times, then the node is marked as malicious. After all of that, the information that the watchdog finds out go to the path-rater. The path-rater evaluates all the nodes that are in the same network that the path-rater’s user is in and keeps these rates updated according to their behavior. [20] Then it chooses the best routes to use.

**D. WATCHDOG MECHANISM**

In pending packet table, each node keeps track of the packets, it sent. It contains a unique packet ID, the address of the
next hop to which the packet was forwarded, address of the destination node, and an expiry time after which a still-existing packet in the buffer is considered not forwarder by the next hop[21].

E. Simulation Model

We simulated a Uni-cast MANET using ns2 software. The simulation setting was an area of 2000m X 2000m and a random point way model with a node transmission range of 300 m were chosen. The experiments were repeated with two sets of 50 and 60 nodes and random partition attacks were induced using 0 to 10 malicious nodes in each set. We implemented algorithmic procedures for Intrusion detection system (IDS) and Watchdog and path rater (WPR). Availability and Integrity were used to evaluate the two security techniques. Availability factor (AF) and Integrity factor (IF) are the two proposed evaluation measures; AF is the ratio of the shortest distance between MANET sender and intended receiver to the actual distance between sender and intended receiver in MANET route. IF is the ratio of the number of error free packets in received message to the total number of packets in transmitted message.

Throughput: - It is the total number of received packet per unit time. Throughput = Total No. of packet received / Total traversing time

End-to-end delay: - This is defined as the delay between the time at which the data packet was originated at the source and the time it reaches the destination. Delay = Receiving time – Sending time

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In MANET first we calculate the normal mode behaviour for 5 nodes to calculate the throughput and end to end delay. If a black hole attack is affected the total throughput and delay. Then we activate a watchdog it increases its throughput value. Also try to reduce the blackhole effect.[22]
Figures indicate plots of Integrity factors of the security techniques (IDS and WPR) for a total number of 50 and 60 nodes in the domain, respectively. We observe that there is no significant difference in numerical performance factor. A more precise observation leads to a finding that WPR has a better IF measure than IDS in the simulated sets of attacks.

IV. CONCLUSION
Here discussed elaborately about several security attacks on MANETS, following brief discussions on the features, challenges in MANET implementation and some applications. Two more popular security detection and prevention tech-niques, namely Intrusion Detection system (IDS) and Watch-dog and Path rater (WPR) were considered for evaluations using two well defined security measures. The two measures that were considered were Availability factor and Integrity factor. Throughput and packet delivery ratio was calculated for existing AODV running for different scenarios having 0, 3 and 5 black hole nodes. Using same simulation parameter modified AODV was tested on above-mentioned networks having 0, 3 and 5 black hole nodes, for both watchdog active and inactive mode. The experimental results show that when the black hole nodes is increased up to 6% of total network nodes then in the presence of watchdog active throughput increases up to 3% to 8% for different scenarios. It is beneficial to adopt a particular security technique that suits an application requirement. Performance of security techniques to other types of attacks need to be further studied, which is our ongoing current work. We have also considered a Uni-cast MANET, whereas a multi-cast MANET is of equal practical relevance.
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